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' I 'HOUGH it has been exposed to the elements for centuries, the 

magnificent royal city of Fatehpur Sikri stands today in a won 

derful state of preservation.. Were it not known that the city was 

built in 1569, and that it has been completely deserted'for more 

than 300 years, one might easily imagine that the-numerous, elab 

orately carved stone structures had only been abandpned for a few 

weeks. .' ' . *w

Fatehpur Sikri was founded by the great and powerful mogul 

Emperor Akbar, ihough just why he built it, or why it was deserted 

only 50 years afterward, is a mystery that is still locked deeply in 

the great walls of marble and saiidstone.

The city is seven miles in circumference, and is entered through 

a magnificent Gateway of Victory. So well constructed was the - 

great entrance, that today it shpws not the least sign prdecay, for 

the horseshoes with which it is studded . ,'. a memorial to a vie- ' 

torjeus battle^: . . are not eVen toosened from their settings. Curi-' 

ously enough, on this gateway conceived by a great Mohammedan 

ruler, there are found quotations from Christ.

The most imposing building in the city", is the Panch-Mahal, 

which was occupied by the ladies of the harem. Its five stories are 

supported by 185 elaborately carved columns, no two of which

are alike.
.»   » »

The largest icebergs that emerge from the North Polar re 

gions, come almost entirely from Greenland. There are far more 

and far larger icebergs in the Southern hemisphere. In the whole 

of the Antarctic, they are almost constantly in sight, and it is not 

unusual to see 75 or 100 from a single point. Some of the icebergs 

that emerge from the Antarctic are veritable mountains of floating 

ice. There are records of some of them that extend 30- miles in 

one direction, but oddly enough, the longest are seldom any higher 

than the smaller icebergs of the Arctic. Some of them, though, 

have been recorded as being 2,000 feet above the water, which 

would make the whole iceberg more than a mile in depth, for they 

are two-thirds submerged.
*'* -*
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